The STC Documentary

Todd Kwait and Rob Stegman are the documentary director/producer team of The Caregiver Connection a documentary reality show that explores the challenges, hopes, and successes of the “caregiver” generation.

John Davidson is the troubadour host for this program and Share The Care is the first in the series. We will keep you posted as to when this program will air and be put up on our website.

The first episode includes interviews with Sheila, and Eileen from “Susan’s Funny Family” as well as Susan’s daughters: Keri Farrow Buskirk, and Elissa Farrow Savos who were only teenagers when this very first group was put together.

We continued our efforts with Road Scholar during 2017 to offer travel grants to deserving caregivers over 50.

Thank You to all our STC Supporters & Groups for helping to make 2017 a success!
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